Company was founded back in 1970 to supply components to the shoe industry. Today we operate in different fields and we supply technical textiles for various applications. Our range of products includes but it is not limited to P.S.A. material 1 or 2 sides, thermo adhesive PU-EVA-COPES etc. We can customize products based on the requirements of customers. We have recently supplied our materials to the cosmetic industry, to car seats manufacturers and to the promotional industry.

Tel.: +39 0381 42996
Commerciale@apcsrl.it

REINFORCEMENTS: Raw and dyed cotton fabrics, gauze, mixed synthetic and synthetic, are provided with different types of fusible and adhesives for optimal coupling of any kind of support from the most delicate materials to more difficult ones.

MICROFIBERS: Very durable and compact material, but at the same time soft, which allows the final product to be sustained without giving rigidity. Available in various thicknesses, can be supplied adhesive and non-adhesive fusible.

FOAMS: They can be used as fill and padding to give softness and comfort to the final product. There are a variety of thicknesses and densities and can be supplied adhesive, non-adhesive and thermo-adhesive to meet every need.
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